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Hand

breaking tool
sets

Handle Force 600-800KN
Prizing up Force for Door ≥

4000N
Prizing up Force for Lock ≥

10000N
Nail Pulling Out Force ≥

10000N

       SHANDONG AOLAI MACHINERY TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD
                  Add:Room 509,the 5th floor,No.25 building,18 region,No188,the west road of the south 4th ring, Fengtai

District,Beijing,China 100070
Tel:+86-10-83680922       Fax: +86-10-83630622   Web:  www.allive-rescue.com        www.sdaolai.en.alibaba.com

Company profile

Brief description

The manual tools consists of
various kinds of working
heads, they are the essential
rescue equipment for rescuing
at the scene, they are
specially designed for fire
protection work, aid agencies,
police officers and special
organizations. The impactor
with the function of chiseling,
cutting, breaking, prying etc.
especially suitable for
earthquake rescue.

Shandong Aolai Machinery Technology Co., Ltd., the ISO9001-2008 verified company, is a professional
manufacturer for hydraulic rescue tools, including hydraulic pump, hand pump, hydraulic breakings, lifting
power-pack, battery breaking tool, hand breaking tool, heavy lifting sets, assist tools etc. Our products have
passed EN13204 & CE certificate in for European market and Mandatory Product Certification issued by
National Fire-Fighting Equipment Quality Supervision and Inspection Center, which is the most convictive prove
in Asia. With advanced production equipment and a workshop of nearly 15,000 square meters, our company
yearly produces millions of types of emergency rescue tools, which are mainly used in the accident/disaster
rescue by fire bridage, police, high way department and other government and private organizations. We are
looking forward to cooperating with you.



2
Heavy lifting

set

Rated lifting force 12T
safety factor  4:1

Lifting distance310-5100mm
Rated pressure of hydraulic

rod  72MPa
Rated pressure of pneumatic

rod 0.8MPa

3

Battery
pump and

Heavy
combination

Battery pump
Rated working pressure

720bar

Heavy combination
Rated working pressure

350bar
Opening Distance of Blades

280mm

The heavy lifting set consists
of various size of support
pillars, extension rods,
accessories and
interchangeable pedestals that
are suitable for various
contact point. The set can be
used in the following
situations：Tunnel
collapse，vehicle stability，
structure collapse and other
situations that need vertical
and horizontal support
quickly, strongly and safely.

Battery pump supply power
with NSK bearing and
DICHTOMATIK seal ring
which imported from
Germany,together with the
combination,this set is
suitable for  moving heavy
objects by matching up
haulage chain, traffic accident
rescue, earthquake disaster
relief ,buildings collapsing
and long distance, high places
or high elevation rescue
operations.

4
Vehicle
Lifting Set

the max.load of primary set
and standard set is 18 ton,the
max.load of highway set is 36
ton

The vehicle lifting set mainly
used for stabilizing and
supporting accident vehicles,
transportation tools, machines
and trucks at the construction
site. this set has a wide
assortment of aluminum alloy
base, so there is no vehicle on
the road, runway or track that
it can't stabilize. When your
vehicular rescue needs the
strongest system available,
look no further.
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